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Welcome to the April 2024 newsletter 

AGM
The AGM was held on March 13 with a small turnout. The existing committee was re-re-
re-elected as there were no other nominations. Yes that’s right 3rd yr running.

The Treasurers report showed the Clubs finances are in a sound position despite a 35% 
increase in insurance costs. For the third year running subscriptions remain unchanged. 
A remarkable achievement given the rate of inflation over the last two years. 
Membership renewal accounts have been sent to all members.

More Wings Badge Achievements
Congratulations to Neal, Andy, Graham and Tessa. 
Neal now has his FPV endorsement to his multi rotor badge.
Andy has achieved his rotor wings badge.
Tessa is now an official observer and Graham passed his helicopter test.
Well done all!

On the flying scene there has once again been plenty of activity. 
Great to see Dave Monty back.                                                                                                       
We have had some excellent flying conditions lately and two Tomboy fliers have started 
recording times for the international event. (see below)
Neal has been having lots of fun flying his Huey chopper lately. There is an excellent 
video of him flying on the clubs Facebook page. Well worth a look.
Andy has his Hawker Sea Fury back in the air after some repairs. Its now flying better 
than ever and looks fantastic.



 
   Andy with the Sea Fury        
after getting back in the air

ANOTHER NEW MODEL

Graham has recently acquired an 
EXTRA 300. Test flown on the 1st in 
perfect conditions. Several flights 
followed with some very polished 
aerobatics demonstrated.



And Who is this at the Wanaka Airshow

Our very own Dave checking out Ivan Krippner’s  Pitts Special. Originally built by Ray 
Phillpot this aircraft is now owned by Ivan (left) who flew an aerobatic display with it at 
the show.  Ivan was into R/C flying in an earlier life with the Hamilton MAC. Also in the 
picture is fellow HMAC club member Grant Finlay.



Contributions to this esteemed publication are always welcome. Otherwise we end up 
with  endless  tales about vintage models and Arduino projects. (All good stuff of 
course). Which reminds me Andrew Mc  has almost refurbished his Tomboy complete 
with a Frog 100.  (The rumor mill has it Ray is looking at building a 35cc size one 
however he has been offered a Mills 75 so watch this space). The engine has been 
degumed  and running again. When this gets airborne this will be the first time in over 
50 years a Frog engine has been in the air in Rotorua possibly in NZ!

International Tomboy Event On Again This Year



Last year three members competed in this event and achived 8th ,11th and 12th place.
It’s a very simple event. Make as many flights as you like whenever you like before 
30/6/24 and submit your best time. 

Snapped by Andrew Mc

 

Button Man



ANOTHER ARDUINO PROJECT

Sometimes when setting up servos and pushrods or if you just want to check a servo it 
can be a pain in the neck hooking up a receiver and battery pack and find a transmitter.
Over the years several portable servo drivers have been constructed using transistor 
multi vibrator circuits, the famous 555 timer ic and various other integrated circuits.

For about $12 
you can by a 
servo tester 
from almost 
any good 
model shop 
so you don’t 
have to make 
one.
There is one 
problem with 
the one I have 
is that when 
the neutral 
setting is 
selected its 
measures 
about 1550 
microseconds 
way off the standard 1500 microsecond centre pulse of any half decent transmitter.



Here we see the servo tester set to its neutral setting and producing a 1545 us signal

This isn’t the end of the world. However it is equal to 10 clicks of trim on the 
transmitter or a trim setting of 44!. So its pretty useless for setting up neutral control 
surfaces.

What if we could have a servo tester with a display showing the pulse length. Well we 
can. Filling in time on a couple of recent wet days with some spare Arduino parts soon 



had a prototype working. 
If anyone wants the code just send me an email.

Servo at + 45 deg at 1000us and a 20000us frame rate



Servo at – 45 deg with 2000us pulse



Servo almost centered at 1496us
That’s it for another month. 



FOR SALE

Thanks to several generous donations to the Club we have a couple of 46 size 
beginners models for sale. These are complete with servos have been set up test 
flown and only require a receiver and battery pack. We also have a slightly smaller 
electric one which needs some setting up and a new set of servos is advised.

MODELS FOR SALE
The Club has two beginners models for sale
Both models have been restored to near new condition and make 
excellent beginners models.

  Skyraider complete with ASP46 and servos.
 All set up and test flown.  Just install your receiver and go flying
 A good buy for a beginner or someone wanting a straight forward tidy model



• Arising Star 
• Complete with servos and ASP 46
• Test flown and ready to fly just requires a receiver and battery pack.
• Another good beginners model.



• Has had a bit of use but has plenty of life left

If you are interested in either of these models we can arrange a buddy box trial 
flight.
Contact  John on 020 4118 5597



Electric model for sale requires some setting up and we recommend a new set of 
servos although we have flown it as is.

There are also a couple of other models, Futaba servos and Futaba 40Mhz receivers
Various fittings and nuts and bolts for sale.

For more details on any of this gear contact 
Any Committee Member



COMING EVENTS

March NDC Vintage Duration

April NDC Precision

May Class R eRES2M   2m soaring

June 16 Tauranga Auction


